Division Memorandum
No. 86, s. 2019

To:

Mrs. Erlinda C. Borbe, PSDS
Mr. Edgar Rima, PSDS
Mrs. Merly T. Gonzales, PSDS
Mrs. Brenda C. Villarey, PSDS
Mr. Elias V. Abundo, PSDS
Elizabeth R. Ifurung
Marisol T. Lim, Principal III
Anchelita P. Sicio, Principal II
Marivic T. Camacho, Principal II
Clarissa G. Magdaraog, Principal II
Arjay D. Callos, Ustad
Nasser Dimatunday, Ustad
Ammad Ampaso, Ustad
Minda Tajaal, Ustad
Jomaril Tajaal
Norjana Cabrera, Ustada
Ibrahim Cabrera, Ustad
Aliah Cabrera, Ustada
Cherelyn Turado, Teacher III
Hanne Jane Conception, Teacher I
Jane Tabor, ALS EPS
Rufina Tabor, ALS EPS
Rita Tablate, ALS Mobile Tr
Ronnel Villafuerte, ALS Mobile Tr
Gemmlyn Obogne, ALS Volunteer
Ericka Angeles, ALS Volunteer
Roderick Geromo, SDO Utility

From: SOCORRO V. DELA ROSA, CESO VI
Schools Division Superintendent

Subject: 4th Division Musabaqah Festival of Talents for Muslim Learners

Date: March 18, 2019

1. In line with the conduct of the 4th Division Musabaqah skills exhibition with the Theme “Respect for Equal Rights and Opportunities of Muslim Learners Towards Sustainable Peace” on March 28, 2019 at the Catanduanes Convention Center, Virac, Catanduanes, a planning conference of committee members will be held on March 20, 2019 at SDO Hall A at 1:00 p.m.

2. Transportation expenses of the participants shall be charged against local funds/MOOE subject to the usual accounting and auditing regulations.